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October 11 Program: “How to Use Shutter Speed for More Powerful Images”

 ©Paul Bozzo  “Lick Creek”

    The October 11 meeting of the Grand Canyon Photography club will feature a program by club member 
Judith Giddings.  Her presentation at 7 pm at the Gmeiner Art and Cultural Center in Wellsboro will focus 
on the creative use of shutter speed to convey a sense of energy and “turn up the volume” in your photos.

    The program will describe ways to broaden your creative vision as a photographer by emphasizing move-
ment in a composition. We will look at cool effects that can be obtained through the dramatic use of shutter 
speed and how to make sure that your shutter speed is fast or slow enough to convey the intended motion 
effect. Topics will include freezing motion, panning, and implying motion using various shutter speeds, as 
well as how to set up your camera for best results.

   Judith points out that photogra-
phers often tend to avoid motion in 
their photos because the results can 
be blurred or messy.  
   “Tack-sharp images are certainly 
essential when we want to freeze the 
action in great detail.  But some-
times we can also create compelling 
photos by using different shutter 
speeds to intentionally show or 
imply motion and the passage of 
time,” she added.
    Judith maintains that “shutter 
speed is a tool that provides flexibil-
ity in terms of ways to present the 
subject to the viewer.”

Continued next page

©Judith Giddings  “Sunrise in the Forest”



More Powerful Images  ( continued)
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   Upon her retirement as a college professor of special 
education and return to Wellsboro where she grew up, 
Judith Giddings began her adventure in photography 
as a way of sharing the beauty of this area with a group 
of Parkinson friends and caregivers from around the 
world. She enjoys photo expeditions with her son Eric 
Smith and husband Bill. They share a website at 
www.edgeoftheforestphoto.com     
 Judith is the GCPC corresponding secretary and past 
editor of the club’s newsletter.

        Judith Giddings

©Judith Giddings  “Paint Run”

http://edgeoftheforestphoto.com
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
    I think it is easy to fall into a rut—of any kind, but 
as creative people I believe we are especially suscep-
tible to doing the “same old same old.” It’s easy; it’s 
familiar; it’s safe. This creative “rut” can also lead to 
a lack of enthusiasm for photography. How many 
times have you failed to pick up your camera be-
cause “there’s nothing to take pictures of ”?
    I have used my iPod for photography for several 
years now, mostly for landscapes. Recently I pur-
chased a selfie stick, not for the obvious reason, but 
to get a different perspective. This particular model 
extends to 51 inches so I can raise it high above my 
head and use the accompanying remote to release 
the shutter on the iPod’s camera. The black and 
white image is an example. I couldn’t see above 
the cornfield, but using the stick, I got a view that 
only the birds see. I converted the image to black 
and white using an app because I liked the drama it 
brought to the clouds.
    Something I hadn’t done with my iPod was shoot 
still lifes. Since 2016 is my “year of Food and Bever-
age photography”, I tried using the iPod for this still 
life shot of Godiva chocolate liqueur.  Treating the 
set-up like I was using my “big girl camera”, I com-
posed and recomposed; tweaked the arrangement 
and the lighting until I was satisfied.  Again, I used 
an app to add the light flare.
    I realize iPods and selfie sticks might not interest 
you, and that’s fine. My message is really about try-
ing something new. Sometimes that’s a good thing. 
You never know where it might lead.
Learn, practice, and, most of all, have fun!

©Mia Lisa Anderson “Cornfield” (above)
“Chocolate” (below)
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About The Banner Photo
   “This image was captured while my tripod and I were standing in
Lick Creek (which I like to pronounce Lick Crick,”)  says Paul 
Bozzo.  “Just above the picture plane is a waterfall that I was shoot-
ing through the trees and branches. Once I was set up in the water, I 
did look around for more opportunities and tried a few shots prac-
tically at my feet. I know I was shooting at f22 with the camera set at 
100 ISO. I think the shutter speed was 1/5 or 1/4 of a second – just 
enough to blur the small cascades and ripples.”
   He added that the ripples of light through the trees worked better 
for  Renoir than photography!

©Paul Bozzo  “Lick Creek”



September 13, 2016 Meeting of the Grand Canyon Photo 

©Diane Cobourn  “Morning Light”
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Beginning Balance $2024.61

Cash IN (2016 dues)

Cash OUT (reception)

Ending Balance $2024.61
 
     Respectfully Submitted, 

Gary Thompson, Treasurer

Treasurer’s Report for August  2016

The Grand Canyon Photography Club
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Mia Lisa Anderson called the meeting to order at 7:02. Thirty-two members met in the workroom of the 
Gmeiner as the quilter’s exhibition filled the main rooms. Treasurer Gary Thompson reported that the 
treasury remained at $2,024.61. Mia asked Sandy Foor to be our Hostess for the November Exhibit at the 
Gmeiner. Please help support Sandy and don’t forget to supply some tasty morsels!
David Ralph presented the evening’s program “Experimenting in Light Painting.” David learned “on the 
run” with Linda’s help. (She did the painting with the light source while David worked with the camera.) 
He reported that it was a system of trial and error by continually making small changes in ISO, shutter 
speed and F-stop. Linda was dressed in black so that she might disappear while moving around for long 
exposures. David finished his program with a fun video of a photographer demonstrating some of his 
tricks while making a light painting.
We took a break for snacks provided by Suzan Richar and beverages supplied by Jeanie Leber. Ann 
Kamzelski then lead the critique on the theme “Light as Subject.” As usual we were treated to Ann’s small 
“fixes” on some of the images. Bud Voorhees’ image showed light from the setting sun reflecting off the 
water in an interesting harbor scene. Dwaine Gipe’s portrait of Bill Giddings made us all smile because 
Bill is doing so well after his back surgery. (Dwaine beat Ann “to the punch” by making a change and 
resubmitting the portrait!)
Mia reminded us that the October critique will be “In a Flash.”  November will be changed to “Shutter 
Speed” to incorporate what we will learn from Judith Giddings’ program at our next meeting.

     Respectfully submitted,
     Paul Bozzo, Recording Secretary



Ann Kamzelski 
presents tips, techniques, 

and creative ideas for 
getting great photos. 

Ann-ecdotes
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From The Boat

 (Continued next page)

 All Images© Ann Kamzelski 

As you know from last month’s article, I went on a small boat cruise to Alaska.  The wildlife and scenery were 
beautiful.  Being an avid photographer I wanted to get great shots of all that I saw.  The challenge was that for 
most of the time when I would see the wonderful scenes and wildlife I was on the boat.  Boats move, and even 
when they are not moving, they move.  Water is never still so even if the boat was stopped, there was still some 
swaying.  Besides, some of the magnificent scenery went past as we were cruising.  So how did I deal with this?
 The easiest way to stop movement is to use a fast shutter speed. Knowing this, I set my ISO to 400.  Even with 
that, on the first evening we were cruising the Misty Fjords and it was quite dark between the mountains.  I loved 
the designs on the rock and when I took shots, they were blurry.  I bumped the ISO to 800.  At 1/45 second I 
could get a sharp image but any slower than that and it was blurry.  You can see this with the two shots of the 
rocks and trees.

Another thing that you need to remember when 
shooting a scenic from the boat is that you will 
never have any element in the picture that is very 
close to you.  Because of this you can use a smaller 
f-stop, such as f8 or f11.  Since you are focusing 
on something that is fairly far away, everything in 
the photograph will still be sharp.  The glacier shot 
was done at f11.  It doesn’t look like it, but we were 
probably a mile away from the ice when I took 
that shot.
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From The Boat (continued)

All images  © Ann Kamzelski.

(Continued next page)

All of the scenic shots were taken using my 15-85mm 
lens, but when it came to wildlife, I needed to switch to 
my 100-400mm lens to zoom in on my subjects.    We 
had two viewing areas, one on the top of the boat and 
one on the bow.  I always chose the bow since that 
put me a few feet above water and I could photograph 
at animal or bird level instead of from above them. 
Because of the movement of the boat, using a tripod 
would be a wasted effort.  Besides, you never knew 
which side of the boat the critters were going to be on 
and had to react quickly.  Once again I set my ISO to 
400 and kept the f-stop at f5.6 to f8.  My lens is quite 
heavy, but I have had a lot of experience using it hand-
held from photographing birds in Florida (often from 
a boat).  As long as the critters stayed put for a while, I 
have very good success getting sharp shots.  The eagle 
on the iceberg was taken at 234mm and 1/750 second. 
(yes, it was that close to the boat).  The bear was taken 
at 400mm and 1/90 second.  Even with image stabi-
lization, that is as slow a shutter speed that I can use 
and still get an acceptable image.  Many of my shots 
of sea otters and water birds didn’t come out because I 
couldn’t change my camera settings fast enough before 
they flew, dove or otherwise moved.  

Note: all of the whale images from last 
month were taken between 1/250 and 
1/1000 seconds.

Now for the really challenging photos.  I wanted to 
take a picture of the captain on the bridge.  We were 
allowed to go there most of the time and they even 
had a nice padded bench where you sit and watch.  
Since it was dark inside and bright outside, a single 
image would not give me a result where you could see 
the interior of the boat as well as the scenery outside.  
I needed to use HDR. I wrote an article about doing 
HDR back in March of 2014.  You can look it up in 
the club archives for details on how to do this.  In 
short, when you do HDR, you take two or more pho-
tos at different exposures and blend them to create a 
single image where everything is exposed correctly.  
I set my camera to take three bracketed photos, one 
at the normal exposure, one at +2 f-stops and one at 
-2 f-stops, all at 1/250 second.  I also set the camera 
to do this in rapid succession to minimize my own 
movement.  Once I combined them in Photomatix 
(an HDR program), I had just what I wanted.  A shot 
where you can see the captain and the bridge as well 
as the scenery outside the windows, just like what 
I was seeing when I was there.  Your eyes can see a 
much wider range of tones than your camera, so you 
photos often don’t represent what you actually see.
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From the Boat (continued) All images  © Ann Kamzelski.

(Continued next page)
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I had to employ this same technique one day as we were 
traveling up Tracy Arm to see Dawes Glacier.  The sky 
was starting to clear and you could see other glaciers 
high up in the mountains with lovely waterfalls flowing 
down from them.  When I took a single regular shot of 
this scene, you could not even see the blue-white glacier.  
I swiftly set my camera to bracket at 0, -1 and +1 f-stops 
in rapid succession at 1/250 second.  It was a good thing 
that I knew how to do this quickly since we passed by the 
location quite fast.  Anyway, I was able to blend the three 
shots afterward so that you could see the glacier, just like I 
had when I took the shots.

The last difficult thing that I tried to do from the 
boat was a panoramic photo.  We were sailing up 
Glacier Bay National Park toward the glaciers 
at the top.  The mountain range to our west was 
specular, made more so by the blue sky and 
wispy clouds.  I took several shots of the moun-
tains, but they just didn’t give me the feeling that 
I had as I viewed this scene.  I knew I needed to 
do a panorama of the sight.  No tripod, no level, 
just Ann trying her best with what she had. I 
was using my 100-400mm lens so I backed it 
out to 100mm.  This way if I didn’t have the 
shots level or matched up very well, I would 
have some leeway to play with when I combined 
them.
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    I took one test shot to make sure I liked the exposure, and then set my camera to manual mode at that 
exposure.  Then resting my arms on the railing, I took 5 photos as quickly as I could, sweeping from left to 
right and try to overlap them by 20-30 % and keep the edge of the water at the same spot in the viewfinder.  
I only took one set of photographs because I figured that it was a futile effort at best.  When I got home, I 
didn’t even look at these shots for several days.  Then one day I said, “Oh what the heck, let’s see what hap-
pens”.  I loaded the five images into Photoshop and let it do its magic.  Well, it was magic, because it came out 
better than I had ever expected.  I did some cropping and a few touch-ups and that image now hangs in my 
living room.  It just proves the adage; you never know unless you try.

TIP: If you are interested in knowing all the details about how your photos were 
taken; after you download them on to your computer (PC), place the cursor on the 
image you are interested in and right click.  A box will appear. Go to the bottom of 
the box and click on “properties”, then the “detail” tab.  You will find all the infor-
mation about shutter speed, f-stop, focal length, etc.  This is how I was able to give 
you all these details for this article.

From the Boat (continued)
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©Bill Giddings  “Star Wars Returns”

©Mia Lisa Anderson  “Organ Light”

©Sharon Connolly  “Colored Lights Will Hypnotize”
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Mystery Macro
How observant are you?

     ©Jan Keck

What is this?  Send your 
guess to bdphoto@ptd.

net No Correct       
    guesses:

GCPC  2016 Calendar of Events
Meetings are at 7 p.m. on the 2nd Tuesday of every month 

at the Gmeiner Art & Cultural Center unless otherwise noted.

Please contact Bruce Dart at bdphoto@ptd.net if you are interested in displaying your photos at 
the Native Bagel or if you have images suitable for display at the Warehouse Gallery.

 Mini-solo Shows at the Native Bagel, 
Central Avenue,     Wellsboro:        

October.,  Kelle Johnson; 

November., Mia Lisa Anderson; 

December, Suzan Richar

The Warehouse Theatre: Various Members

FIRST QUARTER: COMPOSITION

SECOND QUARTER: EXPOSURE

SECOND QUARTER: EXPOSURE

THIRD QUARTER: LIGHT

FOURTH QUARTER: SHUTTER SPEED

October 11- “How to Use Shutter Speed- for More Powerful 
Images.”    Judith Giddings

Theme: “In a Flash” - photo using on or off camera flash

November 8 - Ken Meyer: Winter Photography ; Critique 
Theme: “Creative Use of Shutter Speed - Freezing  
Action or Long Exposure.”

December 13 -Holiday party; Member slideshow.

mailto:bdphoto@ptd.net 
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October 11  Meeting At A Glance

Judith Giddings: “How to Use Shutter Speed 
for More Powerful Images”

 Critique: In a Flash
 Ann Kamzelski

 
Snacks: Gary Thompson

  Beverages: Gary Thompson

The Grand Canyon Photography Club
www.gcphotoclub.org

©Dwaine Gipe  “A Light Among Us”

©Bruce Dart  “Pilings and Shadows”

©Gene LaFavor  “Summer Fun” 

Dewitt Jones, in his “Celebrate What’s Right 
With the World” post shared a quote from 
Ansel Adams:
   “I believe the world is incomprehensibly 
beautiful -- an endless prospect of magic and 
wonder.” 
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©Ken Meyer  “Jerusalem Artichoke”

©Judith Giddings  “Dulcimer Shadows”

©Bob Bair  “Antelope Canyon  Light Shaft”

©Gary Thompson  “Lake Sinissippil Barn”
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©Bob Stoffregen “Ithaca After Dark”

©R. Bud Voorhees   “Jupiter Lighthouse”

©Nancy Bickham  “Goblin Valley”

©Russ Dodson “Ole Dan Shipe”
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FOUR GCPC MEMBERS FEATURED ON CITIZENS & NORTHERN CALENDAR
    Bob Stoffregen of Williamsport has won the grand 
prize in the Citizens & Northern Bank Photo Contest for 
their 2017 calendar and three other club members also 
placed images.
   Ann Kamzelski’s miniature horses in a field of 
buttercups was selected for June; Bernadette Chiarmonte 
Brown’s image of  a barn with chicory flowers for Au-
gust; Mia Lisa Anderson’s photo of Wellsboro Christmas 
for December.
  More than 500 entries were submitted and 13 were se-
lected. Bob’s winning photo features the Milky Way and 
a shooting star and was made just outside of Galeton. 
The calendars will be available free of charge at all offices 
of C&N Bank in late October.

©Bernadette Chiarmonte Brown  “Barn with Chicory”

©Mia Lisa Anderson  “Christmas Blvd”

©Bob Stoffregen  
“Heavens Rising”

©Ann Kamzelski  “Ponies and Posies”


